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Abstract 
 The aim of this research is to present a rapid survey of numerical methods for solving 

linear Fredholm integral equations of the second kind- that is, for equations of the form [6]: 
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where the inhomogeneous term f, and the kernel K are given. In addition to use the Monte Carlo 

multidimensional integration method to estimate the norm [6], [7]:       
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The efficiency of Monte Carlo simulation technique was obvious from the results obtained. 

                                                                          

 الملخص:
أٌ انهذف يٍ هذا انبحث هى انخقذيى نطزيقت عذديت سزيعت ويخخصزة نحم يعادلاث فزدهىنى انخكايهيت انخطيت يٍ انًُظ       

 انثاَي  انخي يعبز عُها بانصيغت انزياضيت انخانيت:
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ديت   إضافت إنى اسخخذاو طزيقت حكايم يىَج كارنى انًخعذد الابعاد نحساب انقيًت انعذ    نهًقذار انخاني [6]:

fRR LK ).1).(1.(
~

  

 نقذ احضحج كفاءة أسهىب يحاكاة انًىَج كارنى يٍ خلال انُخائج انخي حى انحصىل عهيها

 

1. Introduction 
 An integral equation is an equation in which the unknown function appears within an 

integral. It sometimes occurs that the same problem can be expressed both as an integral equation, 

and as a differential equation, but this is not always the case [3]. 

 Integral equations form an important class of problems arising frequently in engineering, 

and mathematical and scientific analysis [4]. Section 2 a rapid survey of numerical methods for 

linear Fredholm integral equations, section 3 present a basic Monte Carlo simulation to approximate 

the solution of the linear Fredholm integral equations studied [7]. 

 

2. Approximate Methods of Solving Linear Integral Equations  
 There are number methods of finding approximate solutions for linear integral equations. In 

all cases a set of functions is defined in some way, and the actual solution is a member of this set 

[1]. The technique for solving Fredholm equations of the second kind can be classified into five 

broad categories: 
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1. Analytical and semi analytical methods [5]. 

2. Projection methods [5]. 

3. Quadrature methods [4]. 

4. Volterra and initial value methods [2]. 

5. Kernel approximation methods [6]. 

5.1  Replacing the kernel by a degenerate kernel. 

5.2  The method of successive approximations. 

In this section we present a rapid survey of kernel approximation method known as replacing the 

kernel by a degenerate kernel.   

 

2.1  Replacing the kernel by a degenerate kernel 

Given the following linear Fredholm integral equation of the second kind [6]:  
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where  )(x  is the unknown function, f(x) and K(x, t) are known functions, x and t are real 

variables varying in the interval (a, b), and   is a numerical factor. The function K(x, t) is called 

the kernel of the integral equation (1); it is assumed that the kernel  K(x, t) is defined in the square 

},{ btabxa   in the (x, t) plane and is continuous in  . The simplicity of finding a 

solution to an equation with a degenerate kernel leads one to think of replacing K(x, t) 

approximately by a degenerate kernel L(x, t) and taking the solution )(
~

x  of  the new equation [6]: 
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as an approximation to the solution of (1), we can estimate the norm 
~

 by using the formula: 
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                                                             (3)  

where KR,   and LR   are the norms of the operators with corresponding kernel. 
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where   is a numerical factor, ),( tx  has a small norm in some metric. The  

norm in formula   (3) can be taken in any function space. And in the space of  

)1,0(C  of continuous functions on [0, 1] [6]; 
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While in the space of quadratically summable function over the basic square  
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3.  Basic Monte Carlo Simulation   
A Monte Carlo simulation is a generic numerical method using a computer utilizing pseudo-

random numbers to simulate stochastic inputs to a process and generate large numbers of possible 

outcomes. It solves a problem by generating suitable random numbers and observing that fraction of 

the numbers obeying some property or properties (Sabelfeld, 2004). It is commonly used for 

simulations in many fields that require solutions for problems that are impractical or impossible to 

solve by traditional analytical or numerical methods (Yang, 2002). The Monte Carlo simulation is 

mainly used to predict the final consequence of a series of occurrences, each having its own 

probability. A major requirement in Monte Carlo simulation is that the mathematical system be 

described by probability density functions. Once the density functions are known, the Monte Carlo 

simulation can proceed by random sampling from these density functions for use within the 

simulation. Given that a particular simulation outcome is based randomness performing the same 

simulation again would, most likely result is a different outcome. Many simulations are performed 

and the desired result is taken as an average over the number of outcomes (Smaldone, 2001),(Sheet, 

2008) 

The main steps of Monte Carlo Simulation are (Stokes, 2004), ( Sheet, 2008): 

1) Model the inputs and process. 

2) Draw a vector of random varieties. 

3) Evaluate the function of interest. 

Repeat the last two steps many times, aggregating the results 

 

4. Monte Carlo Simulation for Solving Integral Equations 

 

 The Monte Carlo Simulation can be used to estimate 
~

, consider the following linear 

Fredholm integral equation of the second kind [6]: 
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From equation (7) we find that  
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Let us take the first three terms of the expansion of K(x, t) for the degenerate kernel L(x, t), 
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The approximated solution of (7) by using replacing the kernel by a degenerate kernel is given by 

[6]: 
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 The exact solution of the equation (7) 1)(  x . In the metric space of 2L - space we find that: 
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     5222.0f  

480159.1KR      and  485089.1LR  

using formula (3) we find that  
~

 = 0.013486. 

Table 1 summarize  the results of the Monte Carlo simulation of solving the integral equation 

(7) using four sequences of 432 10,10,10,10n  random numbers using the Monte Carlo Hit or Miss 

integration method to approximate  the value of 
~

 given by formula (3) and its related 

formulas [7].  

 

n K  L  f    KR  LR  
~

 

10  0.54120 0.51035 0.55986 0.00248 1.179599 1.042275 0.00618 

210  0.58488 0.58147 0.51630 0.00418 1.408942 1.389315 0.012422 

310  0.58485 0.59531 0.52820 0.00412 1.408768 1.471027 0.012953 

410  0.59479 0.59725 0.52196 0.00419 1.467856 1.482930 0.013423 

 

         Table 1: Approximated value of  
~

 using Monte Carlo simulation. 

Figure 1 plots the approximated value of the norm  
~

 using replacing the kernel by a 

degenerate kernel approximated method (= 0.013486, upper line) and Monte Carlo Hit or Miss 

integration method [7], using four sequences of 432 10,10,10,10n random numbers (the second 

lower curve) . 

 
                          

Figure 1: A comparison between the approximated values of 
~

. 
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From figure 1 we see that the approximated value of the norm 
~

 using the Monte Carlo Hit 

or Miss integration  method is converges fast to that value using replacing the kernel by a 

degenerate kernel approximated method as the number of trials n increase. 
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